
With more than 150 years of tradition, Mackenzie Presbyterian University (MPU) is one of the most
respected higher education institutions in Brazil. Our campuses located in São Paulo, Campinas and
Alphaville offer all the necessary structure required for the students to enjoy an excellent educational
process, fostering professional skills, research methodology and citizenship.

It's time to start the plans
for the first semester in
South America! Our
deadline is October 20th to
receive applications for the
first semester (classes from
February to June). More
information here.

 Exchange Students at MPU

Dear Partners,
Greetings from São Paulo!  We bring to you some
quarterly updates from our university:
appl icat ion deadl ines for undergraduate students
and some great jobs that our teachers are doing
with partners around the world.   Also,  we value
your partnership and wish you a wonderful  day!

 Get to know us

 Go to website

 N E W S L E T T E R

What is new at MPU

 International Affairs (COI)

Global Studies

MPU offers credit courses taught in English and Spanish that are
available to our partner institutions. Students interested in the
subject can apply without any cost and accompany the course online. 
Courses being offered are Innovation Management, Entrepreneurial
Projects,  Corporate Governance, Microeconomics III, City, Culture
and Daily Life, Urban Space,  Architectural Design 8, Fashion Design,
Private International Law, Principles of Entrepreneurship, Sport
Psychology (English/Portuguese),  Periodismo Digital y Narrativas
Transmediáticas (Spanish/Portuguese).

Find more information here
If you are interested reach out through incoming@mackenzie.br

Application Deadline -
First Semester 2024

Mackenzie Language Center
(MLC) offers Portuguese
language courses for all
exchange students prior to
their arrival (Online) and
during their stay (In person),
free of charge.

Language Support - Portuguese
as a second language free course

https://www.mackenzie.br/en/universidade/coi/study-at-upm/how-to-apply/
https://www.mackenzie.br/en/universidade/coi/institutional/about-upm/
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https://www.mackenzie.br/en/universidade/coi/exchanging-hemispheres/graduacao#c260224
mailto:incoming@mackenzie.br
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On May 25th, 26th, and 27th, Mackenzie Presbyterian
University (MPU) hosted the New Directions LATAM 2023
conference, organized by the British Council and the
Coordination for International and Interinstitutional
Cooperation (COI). The event focused on the testing and
assessment of the English language, providing insights and
understanding of trends and approaches in language
assessment at the local, regional, and international levels.

More information here.

From May to July, MPU has offered, with RICE University and its Loewenstern Fellowship/Center for Civic
Leadership (CCL), the course Water Management, Sustainability, and Pollution: impacts and solutions benefiting
environment and traditional communities in Brazil. It offered a comprehensive and interdisciplinary approach, with
courses ranging from STEM to humanities and applied sciences background, in order to enable students to
exchange different technical and cultural perspectives. Courses were organized into 05 modules and taught in
English. Foreign Students also attended online (previous to the course) and face-to-face (during the course)
Portuguese as a second language, offered by Mackenzie Language Center – MLC. 

Find out about it here.

The course will be offered again from June to July 2024. If interested, reach out through coi.eh@mackenzie.br

Mackenzie hosts the New Directions LATAM 2023 conference.

Mackenzie Professor’s research acknowledged by Lehmann
Research Fund at Harvard University 

Professor Ph.D. Carlos Leite’s research regarding the
quantification of green spaces and proposal for the use of shades
and alternative materials has been awarded by the Lemann Brazil
Research Fund at Harvard University. Titled How to Make
Brazilian Cities Greener: Greening Cities Across Six Biomes, the
study will bring together a group of experts from various fields,
including urban planners, geographers, and specialists in green
and climate spaces.

More information here.

Research and Awards
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